The purpose of this paper is to give a minimalistic and self-contained presentation of a Lorentz Invariant phenomenological model of Quantum Gravity.
discrete function is indistinguishable from f . On the other hand, when f changes dramatically with respect to L, the function f is not well approximated with the discrete function.
We believe that something analogous may occur in Nature: If we assume that spacetime building blocks are Lorentz Invariant, then, according to this analogy, in spacetime regions which are Lorentz Invariant (i.e., flat regions), it is not possible to see the effects of spacetime discreteness. However, in regions where spacetime is curved, its building blocks "overlap" and its presence could reveal itself by non-standard interactions of matter and spacetime curvature [3] . As the Ricci tensor (and its trace, the curvature scalar) at a point are determined by matter at the same point through Einstein's equations, to couple matter with Ricci tensor may be regarded as a self-coupling, which is not interesting for phenomenological purposes. Thus, we need to search for couplings of matter with Weyl tensor W abcd , which can be thought as the Riemann curvature tensor without the Ricci tensor. The coupling terms must be covariant, Lorentz Invariant and with dimensions such that it is not a priori suppressed by many powers of a big constant, which is taken to by Planck mass M P .
For practical reasons, we focus in couplings of Weyl tensor and fermionic matters fields, which are generically denoted by ψ. Unfortunately, the obvious coupling terms vanish or are highly suppressed by M P , making them phenomenologically uninteresting. For this reason, we use objects having some information of the Weyl tensor but a different index structure, we proceed to construct such objects.
Let S be the space of 2-forms in spacetime. This space inherits a (pseudoRiemannian) metric G from spacetime metric g, which is given [4] by
Observe that G abcd = G [ab] [cd] = G cdab (anti-symmetric pairs of spacetime indexes can be considered as indexes of S). The metric G can be used to construct two Hermitian maps from S to S out of the Weyl tensor:
where W † ab cd represents the adjoint (with respect to G abcd ) of W ab cd . We define λ (±,l) and X (±,l) ab = X (±,l)
[ab] such that
Note that the first equation is an eigenvalue equation, λ (±,l) and X (±,l) ab being, respectively, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hermitian operators. The label ± indicates to which operator λ (±,l) and X (±,l) ab are associated and l = 1, 2, 3 labels the different eigenvalues (no sum over l is implied if it appears repeatedly in an equation). In 4 spacetime dimensions, l should run from 1 to 6, the number of anti-symmetric pairs of spacetime indexes. However, the identity
where ǫ abcd is spacetime volume 4-form, implies that there is an unavoidable degeneration in the maps (4) which reduces the number of eigenvalues to 3. This degeneration implies that any linear combination of degenerated eigenvectors is an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue. Conditions (5) and (6) are meant to discriminate from all these linear combinations. This conditions unequivocally fix X (±,l) ab unless some eigenvectors are null with respect to G abcd . In these case it is not possible to choose the linear combination that the model calls for, therefore, the null eigenvectors are dropped. Moreover, when spacetime is flat, λ (±,l) = 0, which is consistent with our motivation.
Note further that the conditions (4)-(6) do not determine the sign of X (±,l) ab , namely, if X (±,l) ab satisfies these conditions, so does −X (±,l) ab . As the physics is not invariant under X (±,l) ab → −X (±,l) ab , we need our coupling to be insensible to that sign. This is achieved by coupling terms which are quadratic in X (±,l) ab . We then write the most general quadratic term that is minimally suppressed by M p . Let X (±,l) ab ≡ ǫ ab cd X (±,l) cd , the proposed term has the form
where , and
